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2012 2013 2014 2015 
Primary 7396 8549 9123 10,160 
University 20,777 21,870 22,181 22,058 

Source: Education Statistics Digest 2016, Ministry of Education 

A generation ago, students paid nothing for university education. In 2006, the fee cap for 
university education was £3,000. In 2012, the fee cap was raised further to £9,000. However, 
the vice-chancellor of Oxford University had recently expressed that the fee cap of £9,000 is 
insufficient to reflect the cost of an Oxford degree at £16,000. Even with the raised fee cap, 
Oxford still faced an annual funding gap of £70 million. Moreover, Sir Christopher Snowden, 
president of Universities UK, says a £9,000 fee cap is still "not sustainable" for universities. 

Universities UK will publish a report on the future of university financing. It will examine how 
universities will respond to rising birth rates, which means that the number of university places 
required will grow from 368,000 to 460,000. The cut in the level of government subsidies for 
universities will lead to students paying higher tuition fees but also eases the large government 
debt.  

However, the government said these changes would put the higher education sector on a 
more sustainable footing. They believe the £9,000 fee allows universities to deliver high-quality 
teaching, with many institutions now planning to invest more in improved teaching facilities for 
students.  

Source: BBC, 1 Nov 2013  

Ask any business about its top challenges for 2016 — the odds are good that recruiting and 
retaining talent are somewhere on that list. Smart companies know that they are only as good 
as their best workers, and will prioritise seeking out the best candidates for their organisations. 

In today’s economy, hiring the best candidate is more critical than ever. Companies worry 
about bad hiring choices because the cost of finding, interviewing, engaging and training a 
new employee is high. Hence, a new employee is often viewed as an investment and 
anticipated to be an excellent financial return over time.  

As technology continues to evolve, it plays an increasingly important role in the way 
companies approach the talent search and the hiring process. Candidate information will 
increasingly get the "big data treatment", where relevant data may be collected from both 
social media platforms and professional profiling sites such as Linkedin. All these information 
will be analysed computationally to reveal candidates’ social behavior and professional 
interactions. Such data will enable recruiters to easily identify the best person for the job. 
Meanwhile, to find the candidate with the best skills, experiences and ability to match a job, 
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companies would have to rely on interviews, the references provided by the job candidate and 
the judgement of the recruiters.   

Government intervention in the labour market can also affect the efficiency of recruitment in 
the labour market. Governments could encourage firms by introducing more stringent 
screening process such as applicant’s employment history, criminal records and loan records. 
Loan history is a credible signal; it is hard to fake, and presumably, those with good loan 
records are more likely to make good employees than those who default on their debts.  

Source: Business News Daily, Forbes, 11 Jan 2016  

There are compelling reasons to heavily subsidise higher education. 

Firstly, there are substantial private returns such as higher employability and wages, as well 
as positive social returns to higher education in terms of lowering poverty and crime rates. 
Societies that have better educated populations tend to have lower crime rates, enjoy greater 
social cohesion and a well-educated labour force that is needed for long-term economic 
development.  

Secondly, there is a case for the government to intervene to ensure that there are equal 
opportunities. While it is generally feasible for most individuals to fund their own tertiary 
education through loan schemes, the lower-income group may face credit constraints. Others 
may have heavy financial responsibilities that compel them to enter the labour market as soon 
as possible, rather than contemplate further education. Evidence also suggests that the lower-
income group tend to underestimate the returns to education, due to a lack of information and 
poor community role models. To encourage this group to take up higher education, the 
government provides financial assistance for higher education. There are also student and 
tuition fee loan schemes provided for the middle-income group at low interest rates.  

The Singapore government has always invested heavily in education and will continue to do 
so in future, with greater emphasis on developing higher education. This requires a careful 
balancing between strategic considerations, equity, and efficiency. For example, the 
government has to consider its budget and expenditures in other sectors of the economy. 
Additionally, the influx of new graduates will make it more difficult for people to get hired in a 
career field that they desire. 

Source: Singapore Budget, 2010 

SIM University (UniSIM) will officially become the Republic’s sixth autonomous university by 
next year as the government aims to drive efforts to increase the number of publicly funded 
university places.  

Acting Education Minister (Higher Education and Skills) Ong Ye Kung, said the move would 
see UniSIM “stand shoulder-to-shoulder” with the other autonomous universities. It will be a 
university with a strong social sciences bent, preparing students for “socially related careers” 
in areas such as social work, psychology and early childhood education. 

UniSIM is currently a private university but will now be restructured as an autonomous 
university under the ownership of the Singapore government. Autonomous universities receive 
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government funding and are subject to government supervision, but still have the flexibility to 
set their own direction and differentiate their educational offerings. 

Singapore now has six autonomous universities, such as National University of Singapore 
(NUS), Nanyang Technological University (NTU) and UniSIM, allowing students a diverse 
range of degrees to choose from. However, this could possibly lead to a fall in student 
enrolment in private universities such as James Cook University, which currently offer similar 
courses as UniSIM like psychology.  

To attract the best students, the universities are striving to be different - in their programmes, 
tuition fees, student and faculty mix, accommodation options, financial help and overseas 
opportunities. For instance, NUS and NTU offers more than 50 degrees, with NUS offering 
exclusive ones such as dentistry and music, while NTU offers niche programmes such as 
sport science and management. 

Source: Today Online, 12 Oct 2016 and The Straits Times, 3 March 2015

With reference to Table 1, compare the government expenditure per student for 
primary and university education from 2012 to 2015. [2] 

Using demand and supply analysis, explain two reasons for the expected increase in 
UK’s university tuition fees. [3] 

Explain how recruitment in the labour market may not lead to an efficient 
outcome. [3] 

Explain how governments and firms can reduce the inefficiencies identified in 
(c)(i). [4] 

Discuss the view that the Singapore government monopolising the market for higher 
education is undesirable for consumers.  [8] 

Discuss whether the Singapore government should follow the UK in cutting subsidies 
for university education. [10] 

[Total: 30] 
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Year China UK 
2010 33.7 76 
2011 33.6 81.6 
2012 34.3 85.1 
2013 37 86.2 
2014 39.9 88.1 
2015 42.6 89 

Source: IMF 

China UK 

Consumption Expenditure 37% 65% 

Government Expenditure 14% 19% 

Gross Capital Formation 45% 17% 

Export Revenue 22% 28% 

Import Expenditure 18% 29% 

Source: World Bank 

 

From the early 1990s, China adopted an export-led strategy that delivered continuously 
increasing shares of the world market, fed by relatively low wages and very high rates of 
investment, enabling massive increases in infrastructure. It led to big increases in inequality 
and even bigger environmental problems, but the strategy seemed to work – until 2008-09, 
when exports were hit by the global financial crisis. 

Yet even then, China, India and other large emerging markets continued to grow. The talk at 
the time was that they were already dissociated from the west. In reality, China (and much of 
developing Asia) had simply shifted to a different engine of growth without abandoning the 
focus on exports. The Chinese authorities could have generated more domestic demand by 
stimulating consumption through rising wage shares of national income, but this would have 
threatened their export-driven model. Instead they put their faith in investments to keep growth 
rates buoyant. 

So the “recovery package” in China essentially encouraged more investment, which was 
already nearly half of GDP. Provincial governments and public sector enterprises were 
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encouraged to borrow heavily and invest in infrastructure, construction and more production 
capacity. To utilise the excess capacity, a real estate and construction boom was instigated, 
fed by lending from public sector banks. Total debt in China increased fourfold between 2007 
and 2014, and the private debt-GDP ratio nearly doubled to over 280%. 
 
All this comes in the midst of an overall slowdown in China’s economy. Exports fell by around 
8% in 2014. Stimulus measures such as interest rate cuts do not seem to be working. As such, 
the recent devaluation of the yuan is clearly intended to help revive the economy. 
 
However, it will not really help. Demand from the advanced countries – still the driver of 
Chinese exports and indirectly of exports of other developing countries – will stay sluggish. 
Meanwhile, China’s slowdown infects other emerging markets across the world as its imports 
fall even faster than its exports. 
 
A weaker yuan is bad news for export-oriented economies like Singapore, Hong Kong, South 
Korea and Taiwan as their exports will be more expensive to Chinese buyers. Their exports 
to other countries will also have to compete against Chinese rivals who have the advantage 
of a weaker currency. 
 
This is not the end of the emerging markets, but is – or should be – the end of this growth 
model. Relying only on exports or debt-driven bubbles to deliver rapid growth cannot work for 
long. For developing countries to truly “emerge”, a more inclusive strategy is essential. 
 

Sources: The Guardian, 23 August 2015 and The Straits Times, 7 January 2016 

 
 
British families are on course to spend £40 billion more than they earn this year, fuelling fears 
that the country’s economic growth is based on soaring levels of debt and could easily collapse. 
 
The forecast by the independent Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) led to warnings that 
the UK could be heading towards a credit crunch similar to that of 2008 because of 
unsustainable levels of borrowing and household spending. 
 
Five years ago, UK households were comfortably not in debt, running a surplus of £70 billion 
as Britons tightened their belts in the wake of the financial crash and put money aside to save. 
 
But the new OBR figures show households are now deeply in debt, as growing economic 
confidence has led to a national spending spree. There is a real risk that millions of families 
will face serious hardship if interest rates start to rise. 
 
A Bank of England study found that the average mortgage debt in Britain rose from £83,000 
in 2014 to £85,000 this year. Unsecured debt, which includes credit card charges, personal 
loans, student loans and utility bills, stands at around £8,000 per household. 
 

Source: The Independent, 21 December 2015 
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UK’s trade deficit last year was the widest since the alliance of political parties came to power, 
dealing a blow to the government’s drive to rebalance the economy away from consumer 
spending. 

Forecasting the outlook for this year, economists said exports would come under pressure 
from a stronger pound and a slowdown in important markets, especially the UK’s main trading 
partner, the Eurozone. 

The Eurozone remains unlikely to see much of an acceleration in growth in 2015, particularly 
given the uncertainty being generated by the prospect of a Greek exit from the single currency 
area. In addition, economic expansion is expected to continue cooling in China over the 
medium term, weighing down on export prospects there. 

Chris Leslie, the shadow chancellor, said: “Britain needs a serious strategy to help exporters 
– this means redoubling efforts to boost productivity, tackling infrastructure obstacles,
addressing the skills deficit and ensuring innovators can access the funds they need.” 

Source: The Guardian, 6 February 2015 

Compare the change in government debt levels as a percentage of GDP in China and 
the UK from 2010 to 2011. [2] 

With reference to Extract 5, 

“A weaker yuan is bad news for export-oriented economies like Singapore” 

Using a supply and demand diagram, explain how the devaluation of the Chinese 
Yuan may eventually affect the revenue (in SGD) of a Singapore firm that exports 
to other countries.  [4] 

Explain the possible reasons why neither a cut in interest rates nor a devaluation 
of currency seem to work for China.  [4] 

With reference to Extract 6, explain how households’ standard of living in the UK may 
be affected if UK interest rates were to rise.  [2] 

Assess the effectiveness of the UK government’s proposed strategy to boost exports. 
[8] 

Discuss the factors that the UK and China’s governments should consider in their 
macroeconomic decisions to rebalance their economies to achieve sustained 
economic growth. [10] 

[Total: 30] 
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Answer  questions in total. 

 of your three chosen questions must be from this section. 
 
 

The Philippine government plans to lower income tax rates, slashing it from 32% to the 
mid-20s.   

Source: CNBC, 2017 
 

Explain what is involved in rational decision making for both consumers and producers, 
and discuss how their decision making in response to the lowered income tax rates will 
impact different product markets. [25] 

 
 

Consumers’ demand for a good or service is often distorted by imperfect information. 
Some examples of such markets are medical services, infant milk powder and home 
appliances. 

 
Explain how different types of imperfect information can lead to an inefficient allocation 
of resources. [10] 

  
Discuss whether subsidies should be implemented to achieve an efficient allocation 
of resources in markets where imperfect information exists. [15]
 
 

In 2001, local banks in Singapore merged to form sizeable banks, in line with the 
Government’s policy of encouraging local banks to merge and consolidate their operations 
in order to compete internationally. But in 2015, Competition Commission of Singapore 
(CCS) blocked a healthcare merger in a bid to maintain healthy competition. 
  

Source: The Straits Times, 2014 and 2015 
 
Explain the factors that are likely to influence firms’ decision to merge.  [10] 
 
Assess the economic justifications for the Competition Commission of Singapore 
(CCS) to block mergers. [15] 
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 of your three chosen questions must be from this section. 

The subcommittee on Energy Resilience and Sustainable Growth proposed that 
Singapore should price energy to reflect its total cost. This involves exploring various 
options, including a carbon tax and emissions trading regimes. 

Discuss the appropriate policies that the Singapore government can adopt in order to 
achieve sustainable economic growth. [25] 

Explain why the Singapore government aims for low rates of inflation. [10] 

Discuss whether failure to achieve low rates of inflation in Singapore is more likely to
be caused by domestic or international factors.  [15]

The “fourth industrial revolution” characterised by artificial intelligence, robotics and 
Internet of Things (IoT) will see robots manufacture cars and drive them, 3D machines 
print products and call centres being handled by virtual agents. Singapore’s ageing 
population is a cause for concern in an increasingly digital and technology-driven 
economy. 

Explain the potential benefits and challenges of free trade agreements for an
economy. [10]

In view of the “fourth industrial revolution”, discuss whether the macroeconomic and
trade policies adopted by the Singapore government need to be adjusted to maintain
a current account surplus in its balance of payments. [15]
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 Direction of change: China’s debt levels as % of GDP decreased while UK’s increased 
[1] 

 Magnitude of change: UK’s change is much larger while China’s is an insignificant 
change. [1]

 

 Singapore goods may be substitute to Chinese goods in other countries [1] 
 Devaluation causes Chinese goods to be relatively cheaper in other countries’ currency 

[1] 
 Leads to a fall in demand for Singapore’s exports. Therefore fall in price, quantity, and 

total revenue [1] 
 Diagram showing shift of demand curve to the left  lower equilibrium price and quantity 

 lower total revenue [1]  

 
3 marks to explain impact on revenue 
1 mark for accurate diagram 
 

Explain why cut in interest rates does not work: 
 Interest rate cuts should reduce borrowing costs  stimulate AD  
 But ineffective – C was already stimulated through rising wage shares of national 

income. Further increase in C and I not stimulated by interest rate cuts possibly due to 
poor confidence in the economy [2] 

 
Explain why devaluation does not work: 
 Devaluation of CNY should make Chinese exports cheaper in foreign currency and 

imports more expensive in CNY  rise in net X   stimulate AD  
 But ineffective possibly due to weak demand for China’s exports in developed countries 

as these countries are experiencing slow growth [2] 

g

terresest t raratetess dodoeses notot wworork:k: 
should reduce borrowiing costs stimulate AD
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For answer that explains only how interest rate cuts and devaluation works [1m]  
2 marks each for explaining why the policy does not work 
 

 Rise in interest rate  debt burden rise [1] 
 Increase in amount spent to service debt  Purchasing power fall, less ability to 

consume goods  SOL fall [1] 
 

 
Analysis of how UK proposed strategy boost exports. 

 (Evidence: boosting productivity, addressing skills deficit, tackling infrastructure 
obstacles) 

 raise  labour productivity (reducing unit labour cost)  improve price 
competitiveness of UK exports 

 (Evidence: innovators access to capital) 
 financial support for innovation  product innovation   niche marketing / 

branding /  non-pricing strategy  reduce PED of UK exports 
 Therefore export revenue will increase 

 
Counterargument: 
Possible constraints that could cause UK proposed strategy to be ineffective 

 Stronger pound (appreciation) will make UK exports more expensive in foreign 
currency  price competitiveness due to the lower unit labour production cost may 
be eroded 

 Skills training to raise labour productivity may encounter resistance from both 
employees and employers. Impact on labour productivity can also be seen only in 
the LT 

 Financial support for Innovation requires long incubation period  unpredictable 
outcome even in LT  

 Given UK’s debt increasing to almost 90% of GDP, government may not be able to 
provide adequate financial support for innovation (sustainability of this strategy is 
questionable) 
 

Possible Judgement 
 Proposed strategy seems to be ineffective in the ST as intended outcomes can only 

be seen in the LT 
 Unintended consequences likely to arise  rendering it ineffective 

 Lack of public support 
Skills training to upgrade labour productivity would only be politically 
acceptable provided government provides subsidy for such training to both 
workers (cost of training + loss of income during training) and employers 
(loss of labour service)  requires heavy government funding.  

 Increased Government debt 
Current high UK government debt made strategy (support for innovation and 
skills training) difficult to sustain in LT (evidence from Table 3) 

 Retaliatory Trade policies of  trading partners 
UK trading partners likely to undertake protectionistic measures or exchange 
rate policies (depreciation)  erode competitiveness of UK exports 

 Possible complementary measures to increase effectiveness of proposed 
measures: Expenditure reducing measures or depreciation of currency. 

onsnseqequeuencncess lliki ely y toto aaririses   renderingng iit t t innnefeeffeff c
of ppubublic susupppporortt 

traraininingg toto upgpgraradede llababouour r prrrrrrrrrododooodododododooooo ucucccucucucuccctititit vivv tyyty wwwouoould
tabblele pproroviv dededd gogovevernrnmementnt ppror videeesss sususubsbsbsididdy fofofor 
rs (c(cosost t ofof ttraraininining ++ loossss oof f incooomemme dddurururininng train
of labour service) requires heavy government f
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 Well-developed analysis of how UK’s proposed strategy could 
boost exports AND the constraints that will limit its effectiveness. A 
balanced answer with supporting evidence e.g. govt debt, strength 
of pound   

 Balanced answer but superficial analysis of how strategy works to 
boost exports and constraints.  

 No / Inadequate evidences cited incidentally. 
 One-sided answer.  
 Make a reasoned judgement on whether UK strategy to boost 

exports, is likely to be effective 
 

Meaning of sustained economic growth 
 refers to actual and potential economic growth 
 continued rise in real GDP and productive capacity 

 
Meaning of rebalancing economy  

 China switching to reduce reliance on the export sector as engine for growth and 
instead to focus on strategies to generate investment-led growth. 

 UK switching from reliance on domestic consumption to exports to boost growth 
 

 that governments should consider in making macroec  in 
economy for  economic growth 
 

: 
 Govt financial position 

UK –high govt debt position –difficult to sustain policies to boost exports; policies 
feasible in SR not LR 
China – lower govt debt – redistributive policies to boost C + subsidy for investment 
- feasible  

 Stage of development 
UK – developed country subject to higher tariffs for her exports to other countries  
reduce her export competitiveness  

 Size of economy 
China having a large domestic economy (large market and factor endowments) 
would be able to sustain ec growth with reliance on domestic C 

 Information 
Both countries – to identify what, who, how much, how long to subsidise 
e.g. which UK sector with comparative advantage 

 

  
Benefit: 

(i) rise in C (domestic C)  improve SOL and also rise in AD, GDP 
(ii) Firms leveraging on domestic C  less vulnerable to external shocks  more 
stable revenue and wage income  sustained economic growth, SOL 

Costs 
(i)SR – rebalancing – suffer slower ec growth with reduced export growth – 
opportunity cost – fall in SOL 
(ii) Higher C  HH debt…cause the rise in C to be unsustainable  slow down 
growth in LT. 

s –– too ididenentifyy wwhaat,t, wwhoho, howw much, hohoh w w lololongngn ttto 
K sesectctoro wwith h cocompmpararatativivee advavantntntntnntntntntagagaaagagagagagagaaaaaa eeeeeeee
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Benefit 
(i) HH debt would be reduced  higher SOL 
(ii) Expansion of markets for UK firms  incentivise UK firms to be more innovative 
and compete in the global market  improve Trade balance  sustained ec growth 
(iii) Attract FDI – capital inflow / technology  LRAS productive capacity rise  
potential ec growth 

Costs  
(i) govt policies are targeted at reducing C   overall fall in present SOL in SR 
(although LR SOL may rise)  slow down growth in SR 
(ii) Govt expenditure on export promotion rise  opportunity cost in other sectors of 
economy  unintended adverse outcome may result  
(iii) reliance on export sector for growth  increase country’s vulnerability to external 
shocks. 

 

 There will be costs incurred in any rebalancing policies and govt should implement 
policies to mitigate short term costs of any such policies  
e.g. UK in rebalancing to reduce reliance on C and increased reliance on X, would 
need to implement measures to reduce her vulnerability to external shocks.  
 

 UK having a large domestic market, could still rely on her domestic market for 
economic growth. But given the high British household debt, the intended outcome 
of this strategy may not be seen in the ST.. 
 

 In rebalancing economy for sustainable growth, a more feasible strategy is for govt 
to reduce reliance on  sector of the economy; be it domestic market or 
export sector.   
 

 Govt should not focus on only one sector for sustainable economic growth. 
Imbalances in any economy are usually not sustainable in LT although small open 
economies like Singapore, are inevitably more reliant on export sector to stimulate 
growth.   But measures must be put in place for such open economies, especially 
those with small domestic markets, to reduce their vulnerability to external shocks 

 
 Well-developed analysis of factors that influences governments 

in their decision to rebalance their economy, taking into account 
benefits & costs and constraints faced by UK and China 

 A balanced answer with supporting evidence from both countries 
e.g. 

 UK household debt, China’s debt/GDP ratio 
 govt debt position for UK and China. 

 
 Balanced answer but superficial analysis of factors that 

influences governments in their decision to rebalance economy.  
 No / Inadequate evidences cited incidentally. 
 One-sided answer. 

 
 Make a reasoned judgment on the significance of the various 

constraints, extent of benefits & costs, in a government’s decision 
to rebalance economy for sustained economic growth.  
 

 

UUK K hoh ussehe oldd dedebtbt, Chinina’s debt/GDP rrratatatio 
ggovtt dedebtbt ppossititioion n foor UKK aaaaaaaaandnddndnnndndnd CCCCCCChihihihhhh nanana..

ceedd answer bbutut ssupperfificicial anaalylylysisis sss ofofof fffaac
nceses ggovoverernmnmenentsts inn ththeie r r dedecicisionnn ttto o o reeebababalalalance e
nadequate evidences cciited incidentally. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The Philippine government plans to lower income tax rates, slashing it from 32% to the 
mid-20s.   

Source: CNBC, 2017 
 

Explain what is involved in rational decision making for both consumers and producers, 
and discuss how their decision making in response to the lowered income tax rates will 
impact different product markets. [25] 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 



 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 







 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 



Consumers’ demand for a good or service is often distorted by imperfect information. Some examples 
of such markets are medical services, infant milk powder and home appliances. 

(a) Explain how different types of imperfect information can lead to an inefficient allocation of 
resources.              [10] 

(b) Discuss whether subsidies should be implemented to achieve an efficient allocation of resources 
in markets where imperfect information exists.                    [15] 
 

 

 Students should make use of the examples given in the stem to help them answer the 
question 

 Students should attempt to classify the types of imperfect information as: 
 Missing or lack of information 
 Inaccurate or persuasive information 
 Asymmetrical information (between doctor and patient, home appliance manufacturer 

and consumers) 
 With each type of imperfect information, student need to show how consumer’s demand will 

be distorted or under reflected in the market leading to possible under- or over- consumption 
of some goods or services 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Imperfect information in 
 Medical services 

 Consumers do not have information about the preventive medical services they 
may need e.g. childhood immunisation, overseas travel vaccinations 

 A doctor have more information than patients in about the number and type of 
tests and treatments needed for the patient 

 Infant formula milk 
 What basic nutrients and how much of the nutrients are safe for infants 
 Advertisements in infant milk powder market often mislead parents 

psychologically, into believing that a particular brand is better than another 
 Home appliances 

 Lack of information on energy consumption of home appliance 
 Lack of information on electrical safety level of home appliances 

 
 Missing or lack of information 

 For preventive childhood immunisations, (eg. Against Tuberculosis, Hep B, measles, 
mumps and rubella …) parents do not have access (unable to understand medical 
literature) to the medical information about the benefits of such immunisation and when 
best for an infant to have them. 

 Such information may be made available only to those parents who are able and 
willing to pay for paediatrician fees 

ertisements in infant milk powder market often mis
chooolololoooogiggigigg cccacc llyyy, iiiintntntntntntntooo oooo beeeeeeelilililillievevevevevvvininiiningg thataatt aa pparartiticuculalar r brbrannd d i
ancncnccccesesesesees 
k ofofofofo iiinfnfnfnfffn ororororororormamamaaamam tiitiiiion oooooon nnnn n eneneneneneneererereee gyyyyy ccccccooonoooo sumptititionon oof f hohomeme a
k ofofofff iiiinfnfnfnfnffororororororo mamamamamammm titititiit onononoo ooooonnnn nn eleleleleleleceececeeee trtrtrtrtrtrricicicicccalalalalalal sssssafety y lelevevell ofof hhome 



 Due to the lack of information, it is likely that the market demand for childhood 
immunisation is lower than if the information is made available. i.e. DDwithout info will 
be lower than DDwith info. (draw a simple DD-SS diagram to illustrate) 

 Market equilibrium for the consumption of childhood immunisation will be lower than 
that which will maximise consumers’ welfare 

 Lack of information in this case has led to an under allocation of resources to the 
childhood immunisation market 

 This argument can also be applied to home appliances in terms of information on 
energy consumption 
 

  Inaccurate or persuasive information 
 Infant milk power 
 Producers often aggressively advertise their infant milk powder with messages and 

claims that will appeal to parents, making them believe they are giving the best to their 
children and these messages and claims are unsubstantiated 

 E.g. ‘Premium Formula Milk’, ‘better immunity’ 
 Causes demand for a particular firm’s infant milk powder to be higher than it should be 

i.e. DDperceived to be greater than DDactual hence consumer paying a higher price 
for infant milk than the benefits the consumer had expected to enjoy (price paid is 
higher than actual benefits received) 

 Successive persuasive advertisements hence leads to overconsumption of such goods 
leading to loss of consumers’ surplus. 

 Inaccurate persuasive information thus leads to over allocation of resources to the 
production of those goods 
 

 Asymmetric information 
 doctor has more information than patient 

 doctors, to increase their revenues, can prescribe more medication and/or tests 
than needed for the patient and the patient does not have the expertise to know 
the better 

 demand for medication and/or tests will be higher than is needed for the patient 
 patients end up consuming more medical services than is necessary for them 
 consumers incurs a loss of consumer welfare as the additional benefit derived 

from the additional medication / tests will be lower than the additional costs 
incurred 

 unethical doctors will thus cause an overconsumption of medical services 
leading to too much resources being allocated to medical services 

 manufacturers of home appliances knows how safe their products are but consumers 
do not know 

 manufacturers of less safe home appliances will be able to willing to supply 
their home appliances at a lower price than manufacturers of home appliances 
that are safer 

 consumers do not have information about how safe home appliances from the 
different manufacturers are hence no way to compare to make rational 
decisions to maximise their satisfaction from their purchase 

 consumers without the information on the level of safety of the product will thus 
be willing to pay a lower price than they would for home appliances compared 
to if they had the information 
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 asymmetric information in this case would lead to the home appliance market 
adversely selecting less safe home appliances than the safer ones 

 the lower price consumers are willing to pay will not attract manufacturers of 
safer products to enter the market 

 in this case, the market would have failed as it would have under allocated 
resources to the firms producing safer home appliances where consumers 
would have increased their consumers’ surplus by purchasing the safer home 
appliance 

 

 

 explain well how imperfect information leads to inefficient 
allocation of resources 

 good use of examples for illustration (can use examples beyond 
what is provided in the stem) 

 consistent application of economic concepts for analysis of 
imperfect information 

 at least 3 types of imperfect information discussed with 2 types 
well analysed 

 largely descriptive explanation with some application of 
economic analysis 

 weak ability to follow through explanation to explicitly show how 
resources are inefficiently allocated 

 at most 2 types of imperfect information are well explained or 3 
types with weak explanation 

 examples may be present but not used effectively 

 a listing of the different types of imperfect information 
 examples are stated rather than used for illustration 
 unexplained statements i.e. lacking in reasoning   

 

 

 

 



 to achieve an efficient allocation of resources in markets where imperfect information exists, 
government should address the provision and access of accurate information to consumers 

 if subsidies is to be provided to consumers, they should be given to lower the cost of obtaining 
relevant information for them to make rational decision 
 

 in the case of market for medical services where there exists 
, 

 the government will provide guidelines about the number of basic tests items that 
consumers need to take to give them sufficient information about their general health 
status 

 a subsidy for basic health screening at government hospitals will lower the price and 
increase the number of consumers taking only the test items that they need and reduce 
the consumption of unnecessary additional test items  

 further medical testing may be taken consumers based on their basic health screening 
reports 

 with subsidies, doctors in the private sector will thus have less power to cause 
consumers to over consume medical service in this area 

 this will cause less resources to be allocated in the health screening market and more 
allocated to other areas of medical testing 

 the success of this policy of subsidy is constrained by the integrity of the government 
and its financial capability 

 the stronger the integrity of the government the more likely consumers will respond to 
the policy without reservations 
 

 in the case of market for infant milk powder where there is a , 
government should subsidise some producers of infant milk powder 

 government can endorse the nutritional value of these producers of infant milk powder 
to be safe and ‘as good as others’ for infants 

 subsidies will enable these government endorsed producers to cover their costs of 
production and costs of advertising (educating the public about optimal nutritional for 
infants) 

 with a subsidy given to these producers together with government endorsement and 
public education, the lower price of these infant milk powder will attract some to switch 
away from the more costly but equally nutritional infant milk powder 

 subsidies in this case, will allow for more resources to be channelled to these 
government endorsed products where less affluent consumers are able to enjoy 
increase in consumer’s surplus increasing their welfare 

 the government should only subsidise these producers for a short period of time. Once 
consumers take to these government endorsed infant milk powder and the psychological 
battle for these products to be as good as the branded ones are won, the subsidy may 
be removed as these producers will have sufficient consumers to make at least normal 
profits 
 

 the above examples show how subsidies can achieve efficient allocation of resources in markets 
with imperfect information, it is also clear that its effectiveness is conditional on government’s 
ability to provide accurate information 
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 in the case of safety of home appliances where there is a , 

 it may be possible for consumers to pay for safety reports on testing of home appliances 
by independent firms to enable these consumers to make decisions that will lead to 
efficient allocation of resources 

 such information may be considered a public good with free ridership problem as the 
test results of the different home appliances will be spread to many (non-excludable) 
very quickly and easily 

 there is no incentive for consumers to want to pay for such reports and safety of home 
appliances is important to all and increases society’s welfare 

 providing safety information on home appliances for all is therefore the best policy to 
achieve efficient allocation of resources in this market 

 instead of subsidising consumers to purchase safety reports, the government should set 
up a testing and  body to establish a  for home 
appliances and to provide such information to consumers so consumers may make 
decisions based on more accurate information 

 in Singapore, all home appliances that passes a minimum safety standard will have a 
‘SAFETY Mark’ indicated on them and those without the indicator (SAFETY Mark) are 
deemed less safe 

 also applicable for information on energy consumption of home appliances 
 

 in the case of overseas travel vaccinations, government provides  
and  to allow consumers to make informed decisions 

 the demand for travel vaccinations will increase with such information being made 
available thus increasing resources being allocated into this market 

 the increase in demand will also lead to an increase in consumer welfare 
 

 in the case of , besides setting up stringent  
to prevent misleading advertisements, the government should also step in to provide accurate 
information through public education (the case of infant milk powder, healthy food) 
 

 with imperfect information in markets, the most appropriate policy should be to ensure 
accessibility to accurate information hence setting up rules and regulations and public education  
should be more effective than subsidy in most cases 
 

 decision-making considerations – ‘should’ or ‘should not’ 
 financial cost of long term subsidy vs cost of setting up rules, regulation and guidelines 

and set-up and operating costs of watchdog bodies (monitoring) and institutions to 
establish and maintain standards 

 relative effectiveness of subsidy vs other measure where subsidy is applicable 
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 well-developed explanation of how measure will achieve 
efficient allocation of resources (accurate reference to question) 

 good use of examples for illustration (can use examples beyond 
what is provided in the stem) 

 good economic analysis of policies / measures discussed 
 consistently addressing the question of ‘should’ 
 well balanced discussion 
 at least 3 well discussed measures including subsidy 

 largely descriptive with some application of economic analysis 
 contrived application of subsidy or textbook explanation of use 

of subsidy  
 examples may be present but ineffectively applied 
 limited analysis and discussion, mainly explanation of measures 
 discussion may be balanced but lack depth 
 poor reference to question: ‘should’ 
 at most 2 measures (including subsidy) are well explained or 3 

measures but poorly explained 

 a listing of the different measures 
 examples are stated rather than used for illustration 
 largely a display of knowledge without reasoning, mainly 

unexplained statements 
 

 well considered conclusion that is built upon earlier discussion 
 a well-structured essay that addresses the question 
 judgements made based on economic analysis 

 weak attempt at conclusion to address ‘should’ 
 some attempt at providing reasons for evaluative statements 

 unsupported statement of judgement 

 

 

  

rted statement of judgement
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The “fourth industrial revolution” characterised by artificial intelligence, robotics and Internet of Things 
(IoT) will see robots manufacture cars and drive them, 3D machines print products and call centres 
being handled by virtual agents. Singapore’s ageing population is a cause for concern in an increasingly 
digital and technology-driven economy. 

 

(a) Explain the potential benefits and challenges of free trade agreements for an economy.    [10] 
 

(b) In view of the ‘fourth industrial revolution’, discuss whether the macroeconomic and trade 
policies adopted by the Singapore government need to be adjusted to maintain a current 
account surplus in its balance of payments.                     [15] 

 

 

 

 
 As free trade agreements are a double-edged sword, students can explain each potential benefit 

against its challenge instead of structuring an answer where all benefits are explained first followed 
by all challenges 

 Time is more efficiently used when students adopt a benefit1 – challenge1, benefit2 – challenge2,.. 
approach 

 Students should use countries at different stages of economic development or with different 
characteristics as examples for illustration 

 
Benefits Challenges 

Consumers enjoy lower prices and more variety 
of goods 

 Increase consumer surplus and 
consumer welfare 

 
 

Challenge to reduce the potential increase in 
structural unemployment in industries that 
produces goods that are substitutes to the 
cheaper imported goods and prevent market 
dominance 

 Consumers switch from domestic goods to 
import substitutes 

 Less efficient firms may make losses and 
shut down 

Potential development of market dominance 
 ‘Dumping’ by trade partners or imports from 
trade partner with strong comparative 
advantage may lead to market dominance 

Producers enjoy lower cost of production 
through cheaper imported of raw materials 

 Increases price competitiveness of 
exports and domestic substitutes of 
imported goods 

 Increase profitability of firms 
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Lower or removal of protectionistic barriers for 
exports lead to increase in export demand 

 Increase in export demand allows firms 
to specialise and enjoy economies of 
scale 

 Increase the profitability of exporting 
firms and those firms in the industries 
that support these firms 

 as firms increase their scale of production, 
there is threat of diseconomies of scale  as 
production exceeds the minimum efficient 
scale output level 

 this poses a challenge to firms to overcome 
the threat or rising unit cost of production to 
remain price competitive 

 

economy can specialise and depend on the 
export of goods with comparative advantage for 
economic growth, these industries will enjoy 
higher profits and wages 

If an economy has few industries with 
comparative advantage, they will be vulnerable 
to the external shocks in these industries 
 
Challenge is to be more resilient and less 
dependent on a few industries for economic 
growth 

Improves the current account balance (increase 
a current account surplus of decrease a current 
account deficit) through increase in export 
revenues 

Challenge for an economy is to develop 
sufficient industries with comparative advantage 
to ensure its export revenues to be greater than 
its import expenditure 

Lower cost of production arising from FTAs can 
increase SRAS contributing to lowering or 
keeping inflation rates low 

Depreciation of an economy’s currency or 
inflation in FTA countries can cause increasing 
import prices 
 
Challenge to reduce the effects of rising import 
costs to raising domestic inflation rates 

Increase in export markets with increase in 
export revenues (such that X - M > 0) increases 
AD generating increase in employment, 
economic growth and household incomes which 
will through the multiplier effect, generate further 
increase in domestic consumption and national 
output. Positive economic sentiments will 
encourage more consumption and investments 
contributing to further economic growth 

As economy expands and operates closer to its 
productive capacity, the challenge for the 
economy is to prevent high rates of inflation or 
keeping inflation rates within their targets 
(healthy and low inflation rates) 
 
Whilst FTAs can bring about economic growth, it 
can also bring about negative economic shocks 
for an economy, causing falling AD and 
eventually recession in the economy 
 
The challenge for the economy will thus be to 
ensure it is able to sustain its economic growth. 
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 well explained benefits and challenges of FTAs to an economy 
 well-structured answer 
 benefits are well classified: consumers, firms and economy 
 ability to analyse the relationship between benefits and 

challenges 
 excellent economic analysis 
 well applied to countries at different stages of economic 

development or with different characteristics  

 largely descriptive explanation with some application of 
economic analysis 

 lacking in organisation of ideas, answer lacks structure 
 may not see relationships between benefits and challenges 
 lacking in application to real world 

 a listing of the benefits and challenges 
 poorly or no organisation of ideas 
 unexplained statements i.e. lacking in reasoning  

 
 
 
 



 

 
 students need to analyse the question well and take note of the key phrases that defines the 

question 
 : decision of whether to make adjustments to policies should 

be considered in view of the effects and impact of this revolution 
 policies  – refers to CURRENT policies 
  – not about implementation of policy but making changes to existing policies hence 

arguments should be on why CHANGES need to be made or not instead of why the policy 
should be adopted or not 

 remember the  of your arguments: MAINTAIN a current account surplus 
 

 
 as an introduction,  

 students may clarify what is the fourth industrial revolution 
 briefly, how this revolution is relevant to (or impact) Singapore 

 
 effects and impact of fourth revolution on Singapore 

 the fourth industrial revolution basically means more advanced, intelligent and 
sophisticated technology will be driving the next wave of innovations in both production 
methods and products 

 impact on production 
 use of robotics in manufacturing and service sectors 

 substituting robots for labour 
 traditional labour intensive manufacturing may now be less labour intensive 

and more capital intensive with more consistency in productivity in terms of 
quantity and quality 

 narrows the comparative disadvantage that Singapore has in some light 
manufacturing industries which Singapore can now develop as an area of 
comparative advantage or at least is able to support some domestic firms 
operating in these industries 

 3D machines print products 
 Eliminates the need for expertise to modify, calibrate and maintain 

machines to produce precision and customised products for prototyping or 
for consumption 

 lowers personnel cost of production of such precision and customised 
products 

 call centres being handled by virtual agents 
 reduction in outsourcing of provision of such services to low wage labour 

abundant countries 
 Internet of Things (IoT) 

 Eliminates or reduce the need for brick and mortar shop fronts for 
commerce and retail 

hines print products 
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 Increases productivity and lowers cost of production for all services that can 
be conducted online 24/7 

 Allows for just-in-time orders and decreases the need for large inventories 
hence cutting warehousing costs 

 Efficient logistic solutions lowers cost of production as movements of inputs 
to finished products are made more efficiently  

 Impact on product and service markets 
 Consumer electronic devices with more processing power 
 Robotics and its related markets 
 Data storage and internet related hardware and software 
 Data analysis and software programming services 
 . . . 

 
 Singapore’s current account surplus is contributed, to a large extent, by a surplus in the balance of 

trade in goods 
 (Policy targets) To maintain a surplus in the BOP current account, Singapore has to maintain its 

strong surplus in the balance of trade in goods and improve its balance of trade in services (currently 
a small deficit) and also to reduce the deficit in the primary balance 
 

 to maintain a strong surplus in the balance of trade in goods 
 Singapore’s comparative advantage is determined by the skill level of her labour force and 

level of technology that the economy can harness and adopt 
 Singapore’s comparative advantage lies in its state of technology which means she will lose 

them as fast as new technologies emerge hence, Singapore needs to be in the forefront of 
technology for her export goods and services to be relevant and competitive 

 With the fourth industrial revolution, Singapore needs to create new areas of comparative 
advantage as new products and new production methods have to be adopted for 
Singapore’s exports to remain competitive in the world markets 
 

 Review of trade policies 
 Continue to remain a free port with no protectionistic barriers to trade (except for 

some areas like the car market) as Singapore is dependent on imports of raw 
materials and semi-finished goods to value-add to them for re-export 

 If goods from other countries can be imported freely into Singapore, it is likely that 
our trade partners will reciprocate by allow Singapore’s good to have easier access 
to their markets 

 Continue to sign free trade agreements with countries from different regions to 
diversify our export markets (from emerging countries to developed countries) 

 As Singapore is small and lacking in resources, she is dependent on imports for 
consumer goods and inputs for production, hence, it is extremely crucial for her 
export revenues to be very large to support her import expenditure 

 Ensuring a large external market is therefore a necessity for Singapore with or 
without the fourth industrial revolution 
 

 Review of macroeconomic policies (should be confined to those that will have an impact on 
maintaining a BOP current account surplus) 

 To maintain and increase  
 Fiscal policy – government expenditure 
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 Adjustment – divert more or increase expenditures in ICT 
infrastructure to enable firms to adopt up-to-date technologies to ride 
the wave of the fourth industrial revolution 

 To lower cost of production and improve price competitiveness of 
exports 

 Fiscal policy – tax concession, subsidies, corporate tax rate 
 Continue to keep corporate tax rate competitively low to encourage 

foreign direct investments or foreign collaboration and joint ventures 
with domestic firms to leap frog into the fourth industrial revolution (to 
benefit from the transfer of knowledge and expertise of successful 
firms of the ‘new’ industries) 

 Adjustment - Tax concessions to be given to new firms or start-ups in 
industries that will develop and export products or services that 
leverage on technologies of the fourth industrial revolution  

 Adjustment – divert more funds for subsidies to encourage 
 adoption of up-to-date technologies 
 innovation to create new or enhance existing products and 

services (creating new areas of comparative advantage) for 
the fourth industrial revolution 

 monetary policy – continue to be centred on exchange rate as the balance 
between export prices and import prices in favour of export competitiveness 
continues to be relevant and necessary to maintain a current account surplus 

 
 create a complementary labour force to  

 adjustment – increase or higher subsidies for skills training in areas related 
to the fourth industrial revolution to attract more to move out of current 
industries to new industries 

 
 to improve  (reduce deficit) 

 Fiscal Policy – government expenditure 
 Adjustment – increase expenditure to set up institutions or 

departments to provide consultancy and expertise to help local firms 
go regional i.e set up branches in emerging economies 

 Emerging economics are playing catch-up in the technology race hence it 
should be profitable for established local technology related firms to venture 
abroad 

 Target successful local firms in technology related industries or technology 
based service industries (banking, accounting . . .) to venture abroad 

 Increase in primary income inflow to reduce the deficit in this account balance 
 
 points of evaluation 

 the speed at which new technologies and new products are created makes it difficult for 
firms and the labour force to catch up, the government will need to put in place aggressive 
campaigning and adopt moral suasion (soft approach) measures to get firms and individuals 
to respond, with more urgency, to the government’s policy to realise the intended outcomes 
of the macroeconomic policies 

 Singapore with her greying population, will find it difficult to increase occupational mobility 
from the old economy to the new digital and technology-driven economy, more must be done 
to change the mindset of older workers to want to be reskilled for the fourth industrial 
revolution 
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 the fourth industrial revolution should be advantageous to Singapore  
 production will be more capital intensive and Singapore is facing declining growth in 

her labour force hence increasing labour cost may not be a constrain for firms and 
export price competitiveness may be enhanced  

 to create comparative advantage in service industries that is digital and technology 
driven as it requires labour skilled in those areas of which Singapore has control over 
and has in relative abundance compared to the other resoucres 

 it is difficult for the government to identify which industries should be supported (through 
subsidies and tax concessions) as it is difficult to predict which new technology or new 
product will be successful and will remain profitable in the long run to contribute to 
maintaining a surplus in the trade in goods account 

 
  



 well-developed explanation of policies and their intended 
outcomes (policy targets) 

 good use of examples for illustration  
 good economic analysis and discussion of policies with 

judgement 
 consistently addressing the question: fourth industrial revolution, 

need for adjustments, BOP current account surplus 
 well-balanced discussion (with and without need for 

adjustments) 
 at least 2 well discussed macroeconomic policies and trade 

policies 

 largely descriptive with some application of economic analysis 
 some discussion of policies but may not follow through with 

judgement on need for adjustment 
 discussion may be balanced but lack depth 
 poor reference to question: fourth industrial revolution and 

Singapore 
 at most 2 policies are well explained or 3 policies but poorly 

explained (a mixture of macro and trade policies or only macro 
policies) 

 a listing of the different macro and trade policies 
 discussion is related to but no reference to question 
 largely a display of knowledge without reasoning, mainly 

unexplained statements 

 

 well considered conclusion that is built upon earlier discussion 
 a well-structured essay that addresses the question 
 judgements made based on economic analysis 

 weak attempt at conclusion to address question 
 some attempt at providing reasons for evaluative statements 

 unsupported statement of judgement 
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Introduction  
 Explain what is merger  
 Explain briefly the objective/rationale for merger 
 Explain briefly the factors that would influence firms’ decision to merge: (1) Benefit – 

increase TR, (2) Benefit and cost – may increase / decrease average cost of production 
(due to internal economies of scale & diseconomies of scale), (3) threat of competition 
and (4) Constraints – receptivity of stakeholders.  

 
Body Paragraph 1 –  
In deciding whether to merge, firms would consider the  of merger. The merger 
could have an  of the firm. If merger increases firms’ total 
revenue, the firms may consider merging.  
 Merger allows the firms to acquire existing brand loyalty immediately. Brand loyalty 

usually takes time to build up and is not immediately available when a firm grows 
internally. 

 Example: merger between POSB and DBS Banks in Singapore (horizontal merger). 
 Such merger will of the merged bank and 

the new bank will acquire larger consumer base  increase the DD for banking services 
 increase the TR of the bank  could increase in profit of the bank. 

 Merger could allow the bank to increase TR and hence profit immediately. This could 
allow the bank to better compete against other international firms. 

Therefore the benefits of merger could influence firms’ decision to merge. The larger the 
increase in TR, the more likely for firms to merge.  
 
Transition Paragraph 
While merger could increase TR and thus profit of firms, firms would also have to take into 
consideration the impact of merger on their cost. Firms hope that merger could benefit them 
by increasing their TR and reducing their cost in order to have the highest profit possible. 
While merger could benefit the firm by reducing the average cost of firms, there is a 
possibility that such merger may cost the firm by raising their average cost of production too. 
Thus firms have to weigh the possible benefits and cost of merger in their decision making 
process.    
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Body Paragraph 2 – 
Besides the benefit of higher total revenue, firms would also be considering other  of 
merger as well as possible . When firms merge and expand production, they 
could benefit from . However, if the merged firm expands 
beyond the minimum efficient scale (MES), the merged firm would see a 

a  firms would have to bear if they choose to merge  
 When firms merge, they could benefit from lower average production cost by better 

enjoying internal economies of scale. 
 Internal Economies of Scale (EOS) refers to cost savings arising from the benefits of 

increasing the output by expanding the firm’s scale of production (size of firm).  Internal 
EOS enables the firm to spread its cost over a larger output, hence lowering its Long 
Run Average Cost. 

 When banks such as DBS and POSB merged  larger consumer base  larger output 
 the bank could better enjoy . The merged bank is able to spread the 

high cost of the latest technology and sophisticated banking systems over 
 

 

 
 

When firms merge, they could grow too big beyond the MES  
 

 Merger  the task of coordinating work shared out among several large departments 
and managing a large staff performing a variety of functions becomes increasingly 
difficult as the firm expands. As layers of supervision increase, the cost of information 
and communication grow more than proportionately, hence per average cost of each 
output starts to increase. 

Thus when firms merge, they would have to consider the impact on their average cost. If the 
merged firm is producing below the MES, the firm would benefit from a lower LRAC. 
However, if the merged firm expends beyond the MES, the firm would see a higher LRAC, a 
possible cost the firm may incur.  
 
Body Paragraph 3 – Weighing current Benefits & Costs 
In deciding whether firms should merge, they have to consider the benefits and cost of 
merger. Firms would consider the relative change in cost and revenue. If the  in TR 
is more than the  in total cost  it is still profitable to merge and firms are more 
likely to merge. Otherwise, if the increase in TR is less than the increase in total cost, firms 
are not likely to merge. Firms would consider the cost and benefit of merger and when there 
is net benefit to merger, firms would be more likely to merge. At the same time, firms may 
also need to take into consideration the . While it may not be profitable to merge 
in the short term, the merger could be profitable in the long term. Therefore, in their decision 
making, firms may want to also take into consideration, the time period, in addition to the 
cost and benefit of merger.  

Body Paragraph 4 – Weighing Future Benefits & Costs 
Besides cost and benefit, firms would also consider the  they might face, 
especially with increase globalization. 
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 Growing competition from international banks that are larger and more cost efficient than 
domestic banks (e.g. DBS and OCBC).  

 Example of international banks: Deutsche Bank, Citigroup and HSBC 
 Citigroup has an estimated 100 million customers while HSBC has 20 million customers, 

indicating the substantial revenue these banks are earning.  
 Their size enables them to invest billions of dollars in the latest technology and 

sophisticated systems. As these banks can spread these costs over millions of 
customers world-wide, they can efficiently deliver a wide-range of customised products 
at low unit costs, enjoying internal economies of scale. 

 Singapore banks on the other hand are smaller and thus may not be able to compete 
against these global banks.  

 Thus mergers between DBS and POSB  larger banks  increase TR and decrease 
average cost of production  larger profit  carry out innovation to provide better 
financial services  enable domestic banks to better compete using non-price 
competition against those large international firms.   

 Merger of banks  lower average cost  able to pass on cost saving to consumers  
enable domestic banks to better compete using price competition against those large 
international firms.   

Thus when considering merger, firms would also consider the possible threat of competition 
that might face.  
 
Body Paragraph 5 – Possible Constraints 
Beside the cost and benefit of merger, firms would also consider the  they are 
facing. Success of the merger may be constrained by the  of the various 
stakeholders in the company.  
 Firms would also consider the receptivity of the various stakeholders in the company. 

Stakeholders may not be receptive towards merger because some stakeholders fear that 
a merger would reduce the future value of the firms. 

 Example: Merger between Tesco (a supermarket group) and Booker Group (wholesaler) 
was blocked in the initial stage of discussion because the news of merger was met with 
strong disapproval from the stakeholders. 

 Tesco and Booker Group failed to merge given the lack of receptivity.   
Thus firms’ decision to merge can be influenced by the constraints they are facing. 
 
Body Paragraph 6 – Possible Constraints 
There are also other constraints that firms may need to take into account when considering 
whether to merge.  could restrict or prevent the firms from merging.  
 When two large firms plan to merge, they may be subjected to CCS anti-trust law.  
 This is the case where CCS blocked the healthcare merger between Parkway Holdings 

Ltd and Fortis Healthcare Singapore Pte. Limited. These two firms were under the 
scrutiny of CCS because the firms are large firms with possibility to become monopoly 
after merger.  

Thus government regulations could be one of the factors that firms might consider when 
deciding to merge.  
 
Conclusion 
Firms would have to weigh the possible cost and benefit before making a decision whether 
to merge. If benefits outweigh the cost, firms will most likely merge to form larger firm. 
However, while firms may want to merge, they might be restricted by government policy 
which prohibits some firms from merging. 
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L3 
 

 Develop analysis of the factors that will influence firms’ decision to 
merge. 

 Answer that address both the benefit and cost of merger.  
 Answers are well-organized and coherent, with good use of 

examples. 
 

8 – 10 

L2 
 

 Undeveloped explanation of the factors that will influence firms’ 
decision to merge. 

 Answers are largely supported by economic analysis 
 Theoretical answer not supported by examples 

 

5 – 7 

L1 
 

 Points are largely irrelevant  
 Descriptive answer lacking economic analysis or contains many 

conceptual inaccuracies. 
 

1 – 4 

Introduction 
 Competition Commission of Singapore (CCS) is Singapore’s competition authority. t is a 

statutory board under the Ministry of Trade and Industry and is tasked to administer and 
enforce the Competition Act 

 CCS blocked the healthcare merger in a bid to maintain healthy competition in the 
industry so that firms would be dynamic efficient and less allocative inefficient.  

 However, such healthcare merger could also bring about lower price and higher output. 
 
Body Paragraph 1 
There may be economic justification for CCS to block the merger to increase competition 
and encourage dynamic efficiency. 
 When CCS blocked the merger  more competitive & less likely to be complacent  

firms will be incentivised to engage in R&D to find better healthcare services and better 
treatment procedures for patients. Thus competition could lead to dynamic efficiency. 

Thus when CCS block the healthcare merger, firms in the healthcare industry may be 
dynamic efficient. 
 
Transition Paragraph 
Producing good quality healthcare services is important for Singapore to remain as one of 
the top player in the medical tourism. Quality healthcare is one of the key reasons why 
foreigner consumers are attracted to Singapore for medical treatment. Singapore was 
ranked the most attractive among seven Asian countries in terms of "patient experience". 
However, Singapore was also one of the least attractive where costs were concerned. Lower 
costs and the growing availability of quality care in neighbouring countries such as Malaysia 
and Indonesia will not only lure medical tourists away from Singapore, but could also 
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encourage patients to stay home for treatment. And unlike Singapore, the attractiveness of 
the patient experience in these countries grew, while healthcare costs in these places 
remained relatively low. Thus there is an urgent need for Singapore to keep the healthcare 
cost low and that is why CCS blocked the healthcare merger.  
 
Body Paragraph 2 
Competition Commission of Singapore blocked the healthcare merger to ensure higher 
consumer welfare and to prevent the formation of larger firm that are more allocative 
inefficient. 
 When CCS blocked the merger  at profit maximization MC=MR, firms would produce 

at Q0 and charge a price P0.  
 However, merger of two healthcare firms  increase market share and reduce the 

number of competitors in the healthcare industry  as there are fewer competitors who 
can provide similar healthcare services, the demand for healthcare services become 
more price inelastic (from AR0 to AR1)  at profit maximization MR=MC, the newly 
merged firm will be able restrict output to Q1 to charge a higher price, P1, for the 
healthcare services.  

 Larger merged firms will produce at a lower output and charge a higher price and  
reduce the consumer surplus and hence welfare.   

 Thus CCS block the healthcare merger to ensure low price so that healthcare remains 
affordable for the consumers  more equitable distribution of healthcare services 

 At the same time, merged firm would be more allocative inefficient.  
 Before merger: P0 > MC0 and is allocative inefficient. However, the gap between price 

and marginal cost is relatively small. 
 However, after merger: P1 > MC1. However, the gap between the new price (P1) and new 

marginal cost (MC1) is even larger  more allocative inefficient. 
Thus government blocked the merger to so as to ensure that prices are low, output is higher 
and firms are less allocative inefficiency. 
 

Transition Paragraph 
Merged firms in the healthcare industry may charge higher price and lower output assuming  
there is no cost saving. However, there is a possibility that the merged firms may experience  
substantial EOS and pass on the cost saving to the consumers in the form of lower price and  
higher output. Thus there may not be any economic justification to block the merger. 



Body Paragraph 3 
Merged firms may be able to enjoy EOS and benefit consumers by charging a lower price 
and producing at a higher output.   
 When firms merged  larger consumer base  larger healthcare or banking services  

the firm could better enjoy technical EOS. The merged bank is able to spread the high 
cost of latest technology and sophisticated systems over large output  reduce the AC.  

 Hence firms may pass the cost saving to the consumers in the form of lower price.  
 Lower price  higher consumer surplus. 
 However, should CCS block the merger  smaller output  enjoy a smaller extent of 

iEOS  higher AC  higher price.  
Thus there are benefits to merger and thus there may not be justification for government to 
block the merger. 
 
Transition 
Merger can be beneficial to the consumers if the merged firm passed on the cost saving to 
the consumers. And whether the firm would pass on the cost saving to the consumers would 
depend on the contestability of the healthcare industry. Globalisation has made the market 
more contestable and if the healthcare merger passed through, the merged firm may pass 
on the cost saving to the consumers. 

Conclusion 
 CCS blocked the healthcare merger in a bid to maintain healthy competition in the 

industry so that firms would be dynamic efficient and less allocative inefficient.  
 However, such healthcare merger could also bring about lower price and higher output 

for the consumers. 
 Whether there is any economic justification for CCS to block the merger, it also depends 

on the market share of the merged firm. If the market share is large enough so much so 
that it can be considered a monopoly, then there may be a case for CCS to block the 
merger. 

 While it is argued that globalization could increase the contestability and encourage the 
merged firms to pass on the cost saving to the consumers, it may take two to three year 
for a new entrant to be able to enter and compete against the larger merged firms. And 
during that period, the merged firms may not pass on the cost saving to the consumers.  

 
 

L3  Developed and balanced explanation on whether there is economic 
justification for CCS to block the healthcare merger. The economic 
justification is based on allocative efficiency, price and dynamic 
efficiency.  

 Answer is well supported by economic analysis. 
 Answers are well-organized and coherent, with good use of 

examples (banking and healthcare). 
 Good use of diagrams to illustrate the answer. 

8 – 10 

L2  Developed but one-sided answer: there is economic justification for 
CCS to block the merger OR there is no economic justification for 
CCS to block the merger. Answer is well supported by economic 
analysis 

 Undeveloped but balanced answer. Answers are supported by 

5 – 7 
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some economic analysis. 
 Limited use of examples.  

 
Low  
L1 

 Points are largely irrelevant  
 Descriptive answer lacking economic analysis or contains many 

conceptual inaccuracies. 
 

1 – 4 

E3 For an answer that arrives at an analytically well- reasoned arguments 
as to whether CCS should block the merger.  
 

4 – 5  

E2 An evaluative assessment based on some analysis. 
But lacks synthesis to wrap up the arguments. 

2 – 3 

E1 Arguments evaluated but is superficial & not based on sound evidence 
and principles 
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The subcommittee on Energy Resilience and Sustainable Growth that 
Singapore should price energy to reflect its total cost. This involves exploring 
various options, including a carbon tax and emissions trading regimes. 
 

Economic Strategies Committee, 2011 (Ministry of Finance) 

 

  Discuss the appropriate policies that the Singapore government can adopt in 
order to achieve sustainable economic growth. 

[25] 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction  
 Explain the term “low rate of inflation”. 
 State the benefits achieving “low rate of inflation”. 

Body Paragraph 1 
Singapore government aims for low rate of inflation to reduce redistributive effects on 
households and lenders. This will protect certain groups that will be worse off during high 
inflation as inflation has a regressive effect on lower and fixed-income families. 
 Low inflation ensures that workers with weak or without trade unions could maintain their 

purchasing power. These workers may face difficulty pressing for higher wage to 
compensate for the price rises compare to workers in unions with strong bargaining power. 
Thus when there is low inflation, the purchasing power of this group of workers could be 
maintained at their given wages.   

 Furthermore low inflation prevents lenders from losing out to borrowers. Inflation could 
reduce the real value of the debt such that when the debts are repaid, the real value of the 
debt will be less than that prevailing when the loans were made. Therefore low inflation is 
essential so that the real value of the debt is higher than that prevailing when the loans 
were made. 

Hence, low inflation helps to reduce redistributive effects on households and lenders. 
 
Body Paragraph 2 
Singapore government aims for low inflation rate as it ensures high SOL in the country. 
 Low inflation protects consumers, savers and lower income families.  
 Low rates of inflation ensure the purchasing power of the consumers, especially 

consumers with fixed wages and fixed interest deposits.  
 The low inflation ensures that all income recipients in this group will have high real income 

 high purchasing power   high consumption of goods and services  high SOL. 
 This is because the nominal income they receive remains the same, but the cost of goods 

and services has risen slowly, ensuring their purchasing power. 
Thus low inflation helps to ensure that all income recipients maintain their high standard of 
living. 
 
Body Paragraph 3 
Low rates of inflation are desirable as it encourages economic growth and reduce 
unemployment. 
 A low rate of inflation indicates an increase in AD and hence reduce unemployment and 

increase NY  suggests that Singapore economy is experiencing economic growth 
 This creates confidence in the economy and encourages firms to increase investment and 

attract FDI.  
 Low inflation in Singapore also indicates that prices of input and wages of workers remain 

low, making Singapore an attractive place for investment.  
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 The low inflation rates is especially important for Singapore as it ensures that Singapore’s 
exports remain competitive in the global market, given that Singapore is heavily dependent 
on export for economic growth. 

 Low rates of inflation indicate that Singapore’s export remains competitive in the global 
market  increase X  

 Low inflation indicates that general price level in Singapore increases at a slow rate. This 
suggests that prices of goods and services produced in Singapore remains price 
competitive when exported to other countries  increase in X  

 Increase in X and I  increase in AD  increase in NY and reduce cyclical unemployment. 
Thus Singapore government aims for low inflation as it ensures economic growth and reduce 
unemployment. 
 
Body Paragraph 4 
Singapore government aims for low rate of inflation as it ensures that Singapore has a healthy 
BOP.  
 Low inflation  ensure export competitiveness  increase export revenue  increase 

inflow into the BOT  improves BOP 
 At the same time, low inflation attracts investment into the country  increase inflow into 

the capital and financial account  improves the BOP 
Thus low rates of inflation help to ensure healthy BOP in Singapore. 
 
Conclusion 
Singapore government aims for low rate of inflation because it has desirable impact on the 
households and the country. A low rate of inflation could reduce redistributive effectives of 
inflation, ensure high SOL and helps to ensure high EG, low unemployment and healthy BOP 
in Singapore.  

L3 
 

 Develop analysis of the benefits of low inflation. 
 Answers are well-organized and coherent, contextualize to the 

context of Singapore. 
 

8 – 10 

L2 
 

 Undeveloped explanation of the benefits of low inflation. 
 Answers are supported by some economic analysis 
 Theoretical answer not supported by examples 

 

5 – 7 

L1 
 

 Points are largely irrelevant  
 Descriptive answer lacking economic analysis or contains many 

conceptual inaccuracies. 
 

1 – 4 

Introduction 
 Explain the various types of inflation 
 Identify the possible domestic and international factors 

Body Paragraph 1(international factor – increase in export revenue) 
Failure to achieve low rates of inflation is likely due to international factors rather than domestic 
factors given the . Being an economy with small domestic 
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economy and reliance on export for economic growth, Singapore is likely to face DD-pull 
inflation due to rising export.  
 Singapore has a small domestic market and depends heavily on export for economic 

growth. 
 Her export is 300% of its GDP while other components, domestic consumption, 

government expenditure and investments each constitute less than 50% of its GDP.  
 Thus given the nature of Singapore’s economy, Singapore is likely to face DD-pull inflation 

due to rising X. 
 Prior to 2008 Global Financial crisis, Singapore’s major trading partners USA, China and 

EU were experiencing strong economic growth  higher income per capita and higher 
disposable income  higher purchasing power  likely to see an increase in DD for goods 
and services produced by Singapore.  

 Economic growth and growth in affluence in countries like China and Indonesia sees an 
increase in tourist arrivals in Singapore  increase Singapore’s X. The number of Chinese 
tourists visiting Singapore triple from 2010 to 2017.  

 Increase in X  increase in AD against a rigid AS  increase in GPL and hence DD-pull 
inflation  failure to achieve low rates of inflation 

 A rise in consumption and investment is not likely to have significant impact on AD as the 
components constitute a smaller proportion (less than 50%) of the GDP.  

Hence failure to achieve low rates of inflation in Singapore is likely due to international factors 
rather than domestic factors.  
 
Transition 
Besides being a small and open economy that depends on trade for economic growth, 
Singapore also relies on import for survival. Singapore is a small country with limited resources 
and thus has to rely on import of basic necessities such as water and food for survival. Not 
only that, Singapore also imports raw material and semi-finish goods so that Singapore could 
value-add to the products and re-export to other countries. The nature of Singapore economy 
means that Singapore would also be vulnerable to imported inflation.  

 
Body Paragraph 2 (international factor – increase in prices of imports) 
Given the failure to achieve low rates of inflation is likely due 
to international factors rather than domestic factors. 
 Singapore has limited resources and imports most basic necessities. An increase in prices 

of goods imported into Singapore  imported inflation 
 In addition to basic necessities, Singapore also imports raw materials and factors input 

such as crude oil.  Oil refinery is a major sector in Singapore and Singapore imports crude 
oil and refines it for re-export.  

 Increase in oil prices or higher prices of import such as raw material  increase the price 
of import  increase COP as oil is an input for production  SRAS shifts up  inflation.  

 Hence failure to achieve low rates of inflation in Singapore is likely due to international 
factors.  

 
Transition 
International factors such as increase in export revenue and rise in import prices played a 
large role in pushing up the general price level in Singapore. Given Singapore dependence 
on X and M, international factors seems to be a stronger contributing factor to high inflation. 
This also explains why Singapore uses exchange rate policy to manage her economy rather 
than interest rate policy. However, in the recent years, Singapore government finds that 
exchange rate policy has difficulty managing inflation in the country. This suggests that causes 
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of inflation in the country may have changed. Rather than international factors, domestic 
factors seem to play a more dominate role in contributing to inflation in Singapore.  
 
Body Paragraph 3 (domestic factor – higher wages) 
In the recent years, domestic factors rather than international factors have been causing high 
inflation in Singapore. 
 In a bid to increase productivity and reduce reliance on cheap foreign workers, SG 

government restrict the intake of foreign workers  shortage of workers in Singapore 
amidst strong economic growth  wages of workers increase  higher COP for producers  

 However, the increase in wages is not match by an increase in productivity  average 
COP will increase  SRAS shifts up. 

 In addition to the rising wages, producers also see an increase in rental fees. Limited land 
space but increase in demand for land space  shortage  increase in rental fees  
higher COP for producers  SRAS shifts up 

 When SRAS shifts up  increase in GPL and hence cost push inflation.    
Hence failure to achieve low rates of inflation in Singapore could also be due to domestic 
factors.  
 
Transition 
Singapore’s limited land space and labour pool make it challenging for Singapore government 
to achieve low rates of inflation. And these same domestic factors increase the likelihood for 
Singapore to experience DD-pull inflation. While it was argued earlier on that surge in export 
revenue, an international factor, could lead to DD-pull inflation in Singapore, the rigid AS also 
contributed to the inflation too.   

Body Paragraph 4 (domestic factor – rigid AS) 
Domestic factors also play an important role in causing high inflation in Singapore.  
 Increase in export revenue could increase AD. However, if there is sufficient spare 

capacity, a surge in export revenue might not lead to DD-pull inflation in Singapore. Thus 
AS plays an important role in contributing to the failure to achieve low inflation.  

 Aging population  labour force may grow at a slower rate. This is further exacerbated by 
the restriction on intake of foreign workers. Thus quantity of resources increase at a lower 
rate  productive capacity may expand at a slower rate  slower increase in LRAS.  

 While Singapore government has attempted to increase productivity through the use of 
SS-side policies such as SkillsFuture, the result has yet to be seen. Productivity growth 
was low in 2017. This would mean minimal growth in production of output per unit time  
productive capacity may expand at a slower rate  slower increase in LRAS.  

 Thus if there is a surge in AD, the rigid AS could lead to high inflation in Singapore.  
Hence failure to achieve low rates of inflation in Singapore could also be due to domestic 
factors.  
 
Conclusion 
 International factors – harder for Singapore to manage and control. Singapore is a price 

taker in the global market. Any attempt by Singapore to influence the SS and DD of goods 
such as crude oil and rice will have no impact on price. Singapore has to take the price set 
in the global market. While Singapore could use exchange rate policy to manage the 
impact of global prices, such policy will have limited and short term impact. There is an 
extent to how much and how long Singapore could strengthen her Sing dollar before 
causing harm to her economy. 
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 Domestic factors – Singapore has more control over. Rising rental fees was managed 
rather effectively by a series of policies to cool the property market. While attempts to 
increase productive do not seems to work as evident by the weak growth in productively, 
it may be too quick to conclude that the policies are not effectiveness. Given the nature of 
Singapore workforce, highly educated and skilled, it is likely that Singapore workers could 
adapt and increase productivity in the workplace.  

 Furthermore, improvement in domestic factors such as higher labour productivity would 
increase LRAS which could create the spare capacity to meet the surge in X and hence 
AD, reducing the likelihood of DD-pull inflation. 

 The higher labour productivity could also dampen the increase in COP due to higher import 
prices, reducing the likelihood of cost-push inflation. 

 
 L

 Developed and balanced analysis of the domestic and international 
factors causing the failure to achieve low inflation rates. 

 Comparison between domestic and international factors using 
criteria.  

 Answer is applied to Singapore context. 

 Developed but one-sided answer: failure to achieve low rate of 
inflation is more likely to be caused by domestic factors OR failure 
to achieve low rate of inflation is more likely to be caused by 
international factors. 

 Undeveloped but balanced answer supported by some economic 
analysis. 

 Weak attempt at comparing between domestic and international 
factors.

 Points are largely irrelevant  
 Descriptive answer lacking economic analysis or contains many 

conceptual inaccuracies. 

 

 Reasoned judgment support by well-reasoned arguments as to which 
factors is more likely to lead to failure to achieve low rate of inflation. 

 Uses criteria to compare and address the question (e.g. nature of the 
economy, time period). 

 Reasoned judgment based on some analysis. 
 An attempt to use criteria to compare and address the question. 

 Unexplained judgment of relative importance of domestic and 
international factors. 
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The “fourth industrial revolution” characterised by artificial intelligence, robotics and Internet of Things 
(IoT) will see robots manufacture cars and drive them, 3D machines print products and call centres 
being handled by virtual agents. Singapore’s ageing population is a cause for concern in an increasingly 
digital and technology-driven economy. 

 

(a) Explain the potential benefits and challenges of free trade agreements for an economy.    [10] 
 

(b) In view of the ‘fourth industrial revolution’, discuss whether the macroeconomic and trade 
policies adopted by the Singapore government need to be adjusted to maintain a current 
account surplus in its balance of payments.                     [15] 

 

 

 

 
 As free trade agreements are a double-edged sword, students can explain each potential benefit 

against its challenge instead of structuring an answer where all benefits are explained first followed 
by all challenges 

 Time is more efficiently used when students adopt a benefit1 – challenge1, benefit2 – challenge2,.. 
approach 

 Students should use countries at different stages of economic development or with different 
characteristics as examples for illustration 

 
Benefits Challenges 

Consumers enjoy lower prices and more variety 
of goods 

 Increase consumer surplus and 
consumer welfare 

 
 

Challenge to reduce the potential increase in 
structural unemployment in industries that 
produces goods that are substitutes to the 
cheaper imported goods and prevent market 
dominance 

 Consumers switch from domestic goods to 
import substitutes 

 Less efficient firms may make losses and 
shut down 

Potential development of market dominance 
 ‘Dumping’ by trade partners or imports from 
trade partner with strong comparative 
advantage may lead to market dominance 

Producers enjoy lower cost of production 
through cheaper imported of raw materials 

 Increases price competitiveness of 
exports and domestic substitutes of 
imported goods 

 Increase profitability of firms 
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Lower or removal of protectionistic barriers for 
exports lead to increase in export demand 

 Increase in export demand allows firms 
to specialise and enjoy economies of 
scale 

 Increase the profitability of exporting 
firms and those firms in the industries 
that support these firms 

 as firms increase their scale of production, 
there is threat of diseconomies of scale  as 
production exceeds the minimum efficient 
scale output level 

 this poses a challenge to firms to overcome 
the threat or rising unit cost of production to 
remain price competitive 

economy can specialise and depend on the 
export of goods with comparative advantage for 
economic growth, these industries will enjoy 
higher profits and wages 

If an economy has few industries with 
comparative advantage, they will be vulnerable 
to the external shocks in these industries 

Challenge is to be more resilient and less 
dependent on a few industries for economic 
growth 

Improves the current account balance (increase 
a current account surplus of decrease a current 
account deficit) through increase in export 
revenues 

Challenge for an economy is to develop 
sufficient industries with comparative advantage 
to ensure its export revenues to be greater than 
its import expenditure 

Lower cost of production arising from FTAs can 
increase SRAS contributing to lowering or 
keeping inflation rates low 

Depreciation of an economy’s currency or 
inflation in FTA countries can cause increasing 
import prices 

Challenge to reduce the effects of rising import 
costs to raising domestic inflation rates 

Increase in export markets with increase in 
export revenues (such that X - M > 0) increases 
AD generating increase in employment, 
economic growth and household incomes which 
will through the multiplier effect, generate further 
increase in domestic consumption and national 
output. Positive economic sentiments will 
encourage more consumption and investments 
contributing to further economic growth 

As economy expands and operates closer to its 
productive capacity, the challenge for the 
economy is to prevent high rates of inflation or 
keeping inflation rates within their targets 
(healthy and low inflation rates) 

Whilst FTAs can bring about economic growth, it 
can also bring about negative economic shocks 
for an economy, causing falling AD and 
eventually recession in the economy 

The challenge for the economy will thus be to 
ensure it is able to sustain its economic growth. 

onomic growth
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 well explained benefits and challenges of FTAs to an economy 
 well-structured answer 
 benefits are well classified: consumers, firms and economy 
 ability to analyse the relationship between benefits and 

challenges 
 excellent economic analysis 
 well applied to countries at different stages of economic 

development or with different characteristics  

 largely descriptive explanation with some application of 
economic analysis 

 lacking in organisation of ideas, answer lacks structure 
 may not see relationships between benefits and challenges 
 lacking in application to real world 

 a listing of the benefits and challenges 
 poorly or no organisation of ideas 
 unexplained statements i.e. lacking in reasoning  

 
 
 
 



 

 
 students need to analyse the question well and take note of the key phrases that defines the 

question 
 : decision of whether to make adjustments to policies should 

be considered in view of the effects and impact of this revolution 
 policies  – refers to CURRENT policies 
  – not about implementation of policy but making changes to existing policies hence 

arguments should be on why CHANGES need to be made or not instead of why the policy 
should be adopted or not 

 remember the  of your arguments: MAINTAIN a current account surplus 
 

 
 as an introduction,  

 students may clarify what is the fourth industrial revolution 
 briefly, how this revolution is relevant to (or impact) Singapore 

 
 effects and impact of fourth revolution on Singapore 

 the fourth industrial revolution basically means more advanced, intelligent and 
sophisticated technology will be driving the next wave of innovations in both production 
methods and products 

 impact on production 
 use of robotics in manufacturing and service sectors 

 substituting robots for labour 
 traditional labour intensive manufacturing may now be less labour intensive 

and more capital intensive with more consistency in productivity in terms of 
quantity and quality 

 narrows the comparative disadvantage that Singapore has in some light 
manufacturing industries which Singapore can now develop as an area of 
comparative advantage or at least is able to support some domestic firms 
operating in these industries 

 3D machines print products 
 Eliminates the need for expertise to modify, calibrate and maintain 

machines to produce precision and customised products for prototyping or 
for consumption 

 lowers personnel cost of production of such precision and customised 
products 

 call centres being handled by virtual agents 
 reduction in outsourcing of provision of such services to low wage labour 

abundant countries 
 Internet of Things (IoT) 

 Eliminates or reduce the need for brick and mortar shop fronts for 
commerce and retail 

hines print products 
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 Increases productivity and lowers cost of production for all services that can 
be conducted online 24/7 

 Allows for just-in-time orders and decreases the need for large inventories 
hence cutting warehousing costs 

 Efficient logistic solutions lowers cost of production as movements of inputs 
to finished products are made more efficiently  

 Impact on product and service markets 
 Consumer electronic devices with more processing power 
 Robotics and its related markets 
 Data storage and internet related hardware and software 
 Data analysis and software programming services 
 . . . 

 
 Singapore’s current account surplus is contributed, to a large extent, by a surplus in the balance of 

trade in goods 
 (Policy targets) To maintain a surplus in the BOP current account, Singapore has to maintain its 

strong surplus in the balance of trade in goods and improve its balance of trade in services (currently 
a small deficit) and also to reduce the deficit in the primary balance 
 

 to maintain a strong surplus in the balance of trade in goods 
 Singapore’s comparative advantage is determined by the skill level of her labour force and 

level of technology that the economy can harness and adopt 
 Singapore’s comparative advantage lies in its state of technology which means she will lose 

them as fast as new technologies emerge hence, Singapore needs to be in the forefront of 
technology for her export goods and services to be relevant and competitive 

 With the fourth industrial revolution, Singapore needs to create new areas of comparative 
advantage as new products and new production methods have to be adopted for 
Singapore’s exports to remain competitive in the world markets 
 

 Review of trade policies 
 Continue to remain a free port with no protectionistic barriers to trade (except for 

some areas like the car market) as Singapore is dependent on imports of raw 
materials and semi-finished goods to value-add to them for re-export 

 If goods from other countries can be imported freely into Singapore, it is likely that 
our trade partners will reciprocate by allow Singapore’s good to have easier access 
to their markets 

 Continue to sign free trade agreements with countries from different regions to 
diversify our export markets (from emerging countries to developed countries) 

 As Singapore is small and lacking in resources, she is dependent on imports for 
consumer goods and inputs for production, hence, it is extremely crucial for her 
export revenues to be very large to support her import expenditure 

 Ensuring a large external market is therefore a necessity for Singapore with or 
without the fourth industrial revolution 
 

 Review of macroeconomic policies (should be confined to those that will have an impact on 
maintaining a BOP current account surplus) 

 To maintain and increase  
 Fiscal policy – government expenditure 
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 Adjustment – divert more or increase expenditures in ICT 
infrastructure to enable firms to adopt up-to-date technologies to ride 
the wave of the fourth industrial revolution 

 To lower cost of production and improve price competitiveness of 
exports 

 Fiscal policy – tax concession, subsidies, corporate tax rate 
 Continue to keep corporate tax rate competitively low to encourage 

foreign direct investments or foreign collaboration and joint ventures 
with domestic firms to leap frog into the fourth industrial revolution (to 
benefit from the transfer of knowledge and expertise of successful 
firms of the ‘new’ industries) 

 Adjustment - Tax concessions to be given to new firms or start-ups in 
industries that will develop and export products or services that 
leverage on technologies of the fourth industrial revolution  

 Adjustment – divert more funds for subsidies to encourage 
 adoption of up-to-date technologies 
 innovation to create new or enhance existing products and 

services (creating new areas of comparative advantage) for 
the fourth industrial revolution 

 monetary policy – continue to be centred on exchange rate as the balance 
between export prices and import prices in favour of export competitiveness 
continues to be relevant and necessary to maintain a current account surplus 

 
 create a complementary labour force to  

 adjustment – increase or higher subsidies for skills training in areas related 
to the fourth industrial revolution to attract more to move out of current 
industries to new industries 

 
 to improve  (reduce deficit) 

 Fiscal Policy – government expenditure 
 Adjustment – increase expenditure to set up institutions or 

departments to provide consultancy and expertise to help local firms 
go regional i.e set up branches in emerging economies 

 Emerging economics are playing catch-up in the technology race hence it 
should be profitable for established local technology related firms to venture 
abroad 

 Target successful local firms in technology related industries or technology 
based service industries (banking, accounting . . .) to venture abroad 

 Increase in primary income inflow to reduce the deficit in this account balance 
 
 points of evaluation 

 the speed at which new technologies and new products are created makes it difficult for 
firms and the labour force to catch up, the government will need to put in place aggressive 
campaigning and adopt moral suasion (soft approach) measures to get firms and individuals 
to respond, with more urgency, to the government’s policy to realise the intended outcomes 
of the macroeconomic policies 

 Singapore with her greying population, will find it difficult to increase occupational mobility 
from the old economy to the new digital and technology-driven economy, more must be done 
to change the mindset of older workers to want to be reskilled for the fourth industrial 
revolution 
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 the fourth industrial revolution should be advantageous to Singapore  
 production will be more capital intensive and Singapore is facing declining growth in 

her labour force hence increasing labour cost may not be a constrain for firms and 
export price competitiveness may be enhanced  

 to create comparative advantage in service industries that is digital and technology 
driven as it requires labour skilled in those areas of which Singapore has control over 
and has in relative abundance compared to the other resources 

 it is difficult for the government to identify which industries should be supported (through 
subsidies and tax concessions) as it is difficult to predict which new technology or new 
product will be successful and will remain profitable in the long run to contribute to 
maintaining a surplus in the trade in goods account 

 
  



 well-developed explanation of policies and their intended 
outcomes (policy targets) 

 good use of examples for illustration  
 good economic analysis and discussion of policies with 

judgement 
 consistently addressing the question: fourth industrial revolution, 

need for adjustments, BOP current account surplus 
 well-balanced discussion (with and without need for 

adjustments) 
 at least 2 well discussed macroeconomic policies and trade 

policies 

 largely descriptive with some application of economic analysis 
 some discussion of policies but may not follow through with 

judgement on need for adjustment 
 discussion may be balanced but lack depth 
 poor reference to question: fourth industrial revolution and 

Singapore 
 at most 2 policies are well explained or 3 policies but poorly 

explained (a mixture of macro and trade policies or only macro 
policies) 

 a listing of the different macro and trade policies 
 discussion is related to but no reference to question 
 largely a display of knowledge without reasoning, mainly 

unexplained statements 

 

 well considered conclusion that is built upon earlier discussion 
 a well-structured essay that addresses the question 
 judgements made based on economic analysis 

 weak attempt at conclusion to address question 
 some attempt at providing reasons for evaluative statements 

 unsupported statement of judgement 
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